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Event Summary
Event MAGIC CITY QUAD #2  (201907277882)

Location BILLINGS, MT  59102  
Event
Date(s) 2019-07-26 thru 2019-07-27

Sponsoring
Affiliate BILLINGS CHESS CLUB  (A6053372)

Chief  TD DANIEL MATTSON  (12872818)

Processed Received: 2019-07-29   Entered: 2019-07-29   Rated: 2019-07-29
Stats 3 Section(s),  12 Players 

The ratings shown on this page are not official published ratings and may change from time to time. Using
them for pairing purposes in tournaments should only be done if this has been advertised in all advance
publicity and is announced to all players at the tournament.

Sections

HINT:   * Click on a Section Name to see the cross table for that Section,  or 
  * Click on "Show All Sections" to see the cross tables for all sections at once. 

Section 1 KINGS
Section 2 KNIGHTS
Section 3 PAWNS

Section 1 - KINGS
Section Date(s) 2019-07-26 thru 2019-07-27
Processed Received: 2019-07-29   Entered: 2019-07-29   Rated: 2019-07-29 Re-Rated: 2019-08-21

Stats 3 Rounds,  4 Players;  K Factor: F  Rating Sys: R  Tnmt Type: R 
Time Control: G/90;d5

Show floating point ratings from this event

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 * Click on a Pairing Number to see the Player's Opponents. 
 * Click on a Player's Name for more information about the Player. 
Crosstable data is shown in score group/rating order, which is not the same as the tiebreak order used at the event. 
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Crosstables are not intended to show the distribution of trophies or prize monies.  (See Frequent Questions)
Crosstable data is shown as reported to the USCF by the Tournament Director.  
Please contact the TD to report any crosstable errors. 
Note:  The information below the "Total Pts" score shows the highest norm earned in this event.
For more information on norms, see The USCF Title System. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Pair | Player Name                     |Total|Round|Round|Round|  
 Num  | USCF ID / Rtg (Pre->Post)       | Pts |  1  |  2  |  3  |  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
    1 | DUSTIN SNEEDEN                  |2.0  |D   2|W   4|D   3| 
   MT | 16913327 / R: 1893P19->1888P22  |     |B    |W    |W    | 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
    2 | DAVID DUKE                      |2.0  |D   1|D   3|W   4| 
   MT | 12561576 / R: 1851   ->1852     |     |W    |B    |B    | 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
    3 | DANIEL MATTSON                  |2.0  |W   4|D   2|D   1| 
   MT | 12872818 / R: 1671   ->1707     |     |B    |W    |B    | 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
    4 | SHERWOOD MOORE                  |0.0  |L   3|L   1|L   2| 
   MT | 12394525 / R: 1619   ->1591     |     |W    |B    |W    | 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
Note:  Performances satisfying the requirements for norms are now being shown for events in the *Total Pts* column.
It may take a week for a recently rated event to have norms computed for it. 
Show floating point ratings from this event 
To receive an email when an event you played in is rated, update your email preferences here. 

Section 2 - KNIGHTS
Section Date(s) 2019-07-26 thru 2019-07-27
Processed Received: 2019-07-29   Entered: 2019-07-29   Rated: 2019-07-29 Re-Rated: 2019-08-21

Stats 3 Rounds,  4 Players;  K Factor: F  Rating Sys: R  Tnmt Type: R 
Time Control: G/90;d5

Show floating point ratings from this event

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 * Click on a Pairing Number to see the Player's Opponents. 
 * Click on a Player's Name for more information about the Player. 
Crosstable data is shown in score group/rating order, which is not the same as the tiebreak order used at the event. 
Crosstables are not intended to show the distribution of trophies or prize monies.  (See Frequent Questions)
Crosstable data is shown as reported to the USCF by the Tournament Director.  
Please contact the TD to report any crosstable errors. 
Note:  The information below the "Total Pts" score shows the highest norm earned in this event.
For more information on norms, see The USCF Title System. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Pair | Player Name                     |Total|Round|Round|Round|  
 Num  | USCF ID / Rtg (Pre->Post)       | Pts |  1  |  2  |  3  |  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
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    1 | CHRISTIAN PAUL FINK             |3.0  |W   2|W   4|W   3| 
   MT | 16314434 / R: 1283   ->1378     |     |W    |B    |W    | 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
    2 | ADAM MILLIGAN                   |1.5  |L   1|D   3|W   4| 
   MT | 13473593 / R: 1333   ->1319     |     |B    |W    |W    | 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
    3 | BRIAN MURNION                   |1.5  |W   4|D   2|L   1| 
   MT | 16343603 / R: 1065P6 ->1148P9   |     |W    |B    |B    | 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
    4 | ADAM MATHEW GRILL               |0.0  |L   3|L   1|L   2| 
   MT | 15857994 / R: 1328P19->1251P22  |     |B    |W    |B    | 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
Note:  Performances satisfying the requirements for norms are now being shown for events in the *Total Pts* column.
It may take a week for a recently rated event to have norms computed for it. 
Show floating point ratings from this event 
To receive an email when an event you played in is rated, update your email preferences here. 

Section 3 - PAWNS
Section Date(s) 2019-07-26 thru 2019-07-27
Processed Received: 2019-07-29   Entered: 2019-07-29   Rated: 2019-07-29 Re-Rated: 2019-08-21

Stats 3 Rounds,  4 Players;  K Factor: F  Rating Sys: R  Tnmt Type: R 
Time Control: G/90;d5

Show floating point ratings from this event

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 * Click on a Pairing Number to see the Player's Opponents. 
 * Click on a Player's Name for more information about the Player. 
Crosstable data is shown in score group/rating order, which is not the same as the tiebreak order used at the event. 
Crosstables are not intended to show the distribution of trophies or prize monies.  (See Frequent Questions)
Crosstable data is shown as reported to the USCF by the Tournament Director.  
Please contact the TD to report any crosstable errors. 
Note:  The information below the "Total Pts" score shows the highest norm earned in this event.
For more information on norms, see The USCF Title System. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Pair | Player Name                     |Total|Round|Round|Round|  
 Num  | USCF ID / Rtg (Pre->Post)       | Pts |  1  |  2  |  3  |  
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
    1 | MICHAEL RAY TROYER              |3.0  |W   2|X    |W   3| 
   MT | 16569074 / R:  832P12-> 845P14  |     |B    |     |W    | 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
    2 | SETH AMOS MILLIGAN              |2.0  |L   1|W   3|X    | 
   MT | 17091477 / R: Unrated-> 541P2   |     |W    |B    |     | 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
    3 | THEODORE WESLEY HASH            |1.0  |X    |L   2|L   1| 
   MT | 16978654 / R:  309P4 -> 170P6   |     |     |W    |B    | 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
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    4 | MARK WILLIAM HALVORSON          |0.0  |F    |F    |F    | 
   MT | 16914960 / R:  660P4 -> 660P4   |     |     |     |     | 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
Note:  Performances satisfying the requirements for norms are now being shown for events in the *Total Pts* column.
It may take a week for a recently rated event to have norms computed for it. 
Show floating point ratings from this event 
To receive an email when an event you played in is rated, update your email preferences here. 
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